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1 Introduction 

In the same way dancers cannot get together to practice and to dance-out, musicians are suffering 

withdrawal symptoms during lockdown for Covid-19. 

Many Morris Musicians are used to playing together with others – possibly at music practices or in 

pub sessions. 

A number of Zoom type “sessions” are taking place, where due to the horrendous sound delays you 

can only play one at a time, and the others just listen and each play along with whoever is leading at 

the time. 

This document describes how to play together in real time, each hearing everyone else without any 

sound delay. 

I offer this as the learnings from a group of us who have found out how to do this – despite the lack 

of proper manuals nor documentation, and some of the supposed online instructions are missing 

too. 

It may be of interest to others who would like to do the same, but don’t know how. 

It is most definitely vastly superior to Zooming. 

1.1 Audience 

I’m writing as an ex-IT professional, with decades of music playing experience (for Sides and in 

Sessions). 

You, the reader may be a music professional with your own studio setup (in which case I’d stop 

reading at this point, you know more than me), you may be musically proficient but only use 

technology for Facebook and Email (so this may be of interest) or you may be starting your journey 

into music and / or music technology (so you probably will learn something, and if that’s only “this is 

not for me” then so be it!). 

1.2 Caveats 

This is written from a What-I’ve-Tried perspective, not an exhaustive analysis of everything available. 

So I haven’t mentioned other software packages I’ve heard of but have no experience of, such as 

Jamulus. 

You may encounter issues for which I cannot help – you are on your own. 

For example I use Norton AntiVirus because I found that McAfee corrupts files in other software that 

I use on my PC – you may have a configuration that I have not encountered and I’m not offering to 

provide support. 

Where I have included “Models”, these are specifications of example equipment. 

They are not Recommendations, not the Only model that would suffice, may not currently be In 

Stock and may not be the Cheapest.  They are simply a guide/example as to what you might choose. 

Lastly l need to add another caveat – since starting with this, the software is being updated almost 

daily now and menus have changed and background improvements made.   

Therefore this is only accurate at the time of writing and I am not intending to keep updating and re-

issuing it. 
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2 Playing Together Simultaneously 

You can play along with another 3 computers all hearing each other and yourself as if in the pub 

together…………….. probably !! 

You MAY be able to play with more – theoretically possible, although there will be a limit and the 

limit depends on the particular people you are trying to play with (explained further later on). 

We have been playing together regularly, 4 couples (8 musicians) using 4 computers to connect and 

play along hearing all the others in real time for some weeks now during lockdown.   

We also participate in Zoom sessions where you can play along (alone) to someone else’s playing, 

interspersed with trying to get a word edgeways in to chat – but we unanimously agree this is far 

and away better. 

This approach uses free software, but needs some hardware (available online to purchase), has 

constraints that MUST be met, and you will need Discipline – having got setup you may find 

someone’s internet is simply not up to the job (in a way not testable beforehand, and not fixable by 

them), so they may need to graciously withdraw.   

Also, people who simply can’t stop fiddling with gains and volumes when you are trying to do the 

same will be very …… trying ! 

JamKazam is the free software we use (no, I’d never heard of it two months ago, and have no vested 

interest in it).   

It was (apparently) developed about 7 years ago and patents were taken out but the owners found it 

failed as a business and all work stopped (they sold hardware and music tracks for you to 

accompany).   

It remains available and works on Windows and Mac, and work as recommenced on its development 

as there have been software updates in April and May 2020. 

You need to be aware that if you start down this road, there is no cast-iron guarantee of success at 

the end, as there are many factors that will determine that – your computer, the gear you use, but 

mostly your internet, and (importantly) the same of the people you play with.  One bad apple here 

really will spoil the barrel. 

So, what is it like ? 

Well, chatting using it is absolutely instantaneous – you can speak across others, interrupt them 

EXACTLY in the same way as in real life, and nothing like Zoom which is dreadful for trying to get a 

word in edgeways without false starts.  It feels totally natural, better even than a telephone call. 

You must NOT though attempt to use the provided Video functionality – it destroys the sound 

completely. 

Our experience though (with people we know already) is that the ability to speak totally freely is 

much more important than seeing them whilst we speak, so the “loss” of video is no hardship. 

The sound Quality when playing together is really down to the microphones and headphones in use.   

Not Hi Fidelity with what I am going to described, but HiFi is not needed for a music session. 

The sound “lag” is dependent on the latency of the internet of the worst participant, and 

unknowable until you try with that musician on that day.  With latency of 50msecs you do notice a 

slight “drag”; under 30msecs and you don’t.   

Typically we find we get about 20 mSecs of total latency, which is great. 

Playing lead on a tune less familiar to the others can be less satisfactory as any lag from the others 

will pull you back (you may choose to turn down their volume a little) and requires Confidence.   
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Playing Along is more satisfactory as you play with the others’ sound and would only notice someone 

else with a lot of lag. 

We take it in turns to lead a tune, say 6 people around 3 computers or 8 (4 couples) around 4, so you 

lead about 1 in 6 or 8 tunes and play along with the rest.  Sometimes someone will just launch forth 

and there is no lead as everyone else just piles in with a popular well-known tune – just like a pub 

session. 

Overall it’s miles better than playing one at a time in Zoom, but not as good as the JamKazan 

YouTube videos make out.  Beware their claims which are stunningly over the top (e.g. simultaneous 

use of video)! 

Looking at the online help forums, many many of the problems are arising either because people 

didn’t follow the instructions (which are sparse to non-existent), didn’t have my (this !) guide to 

cutting through the complexity to what really matters or because of false expectations set by 

JamKazam’s purported functionality (you can play together at pub session quality but not at studio 

quality mixing in backing tracks). 

Furthermore Beware the help forum – having learnt how to use the software, I see people 

confidently spouting forth “solutions” and “explanations” in the help forum that are sheer fantasy 

(not too dissimilar from what happens if you ask Social Media for medical advice ! ! !) 

Roughly speaking, if you haven’t already got the hardware, you will need to shop online and spend 

approximately £80 to £140 – but that varies a lot as you will be buying on availability (available 

today) and not on price (lowest).  The cheapest suitable products are “Available To Order”, but with 

estimated delivery dates 3 months hence – because other musicians like us have beaten you to the 

stock !! 

You can easily pay more – for example buy Bose bluetooth noise-cancelling headphones instead of 

el-cheapo.  But … 

Firstly, you don’t want noise cancelling because you want to hear your own instrument as you play 

along – noise-cancelling headphones will regard your instrument as noise to be cancelled.  

Secondly, you only need to hear “most” of the other players’ notes as you play along, and their 

timing – you don’t need Hi Fidelity to play with them. 

This is the opposite strategy to buying headphones for purely listening to quality music, and the 

same thinking applies to microphones quality/cost and the audio interface too. 

If you only want the gear for this use, only pay enough for Good Enough. 

I am NOT writing this with a view to instruct how to establish a home recording studio ! 

You must NOT attempt to use Video with JamKazam. 

You must not run any other software on your computer at the same time (some people have email 

engines like Mozilla Thunderbird that periodically pull email down to their laptop, including any 

attachments; Apple Macbook sometimes runs photo identifying software in the background – the 

notorious photoanalyseid daemon) 

Anything else running on the computer will degrades the session (for everyone). 

Your computers needs to ONLY be doing JamKazam audio things whilst you are in a session. 

(I found simply leaving a browser running on the laptop raised CPU usage from 25% to 95%+) 

If you think this might be for you, read on, but before spending any money I suggest you read 

especially the bit about the problem I had being unable to create an Account (and how you might 

overcome that).   
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I would suggest you actually overcome that and own an account before parting with cash, otherwise 

you may buy something you can’t use. 

That “install JamKazam and create an account before buying” would also be a very useful test if you 

are using a borrowed or loaned computer on which you might not have Administration rights to 

install and configure new software.  I worked for a company that locked down their home-workers 

laptops to prevent the users adding rubbish including viruses, and hence creating a support 

nightmare when things didn’t work as expected (the company directors were the worst culprits, of 

course !). 

I suspect most people now though own their own laptops and thus have administration rights to add 

and update them. 

2.1 Technical Bit 

You don’t need to understand this section… 

Basically Jamkazam is an App that runs on each musician’s computer and takes the microphone 

sound from that individual and sends it directly to the other musician’s computers.   

Each musician’s computer receives the sounds from elsewhere and joins it all up and delivers it to 

your headphones.  No other computers are involved, this is called Peer to Peer computing. 

The clever bit is overcoming “latency” (which is dreadful in Zoom) and is a feature partly of your 

computer and partly of the internet.  Latency is the delay between your voice and the ear’ole of the 

recipient; and vice versa. 

Latency arises from your computer doing (amongst everything else it has to do) a conversion of the 

microphone sound into a digital signal.  The Audio Interface you add to your computer does that 

instead, so your computer has less latency ‘cos it’s workload is lighter. 

The Audio Interface also offloads from the computer the job of turning the digital signal from the 

internet back into an analogue signal to go out to your headphones. 

WiFi adds latency, which is why you must use an Ethernet cable to attach your router to your laptop. 

JamKazam will measure your equipment latency during setup and if found wanting, will prevent you 

joining in a session.  But by following these guidelines that should not happen. 

The second approach is that JamKazam’s patents show that during a session it is constantly tweaking 

how big and how often it sends out those small packets of sound.  You can afford to have some lost 

along the way without hearing the difference.  So JamKazam is trying to tweak the connection all the 

time to give you both low latency and low distortion – up to a point ! (it can’t work miracles) 

But here’s the Bad News – if one person *consistently* sends packets slowly (because of ANY 

reason, some of which might be outside their control such as BT’s network in say, London), then it 

slows up their music for ALL listening participants, which is useless for playing of course because one 

person has slowed down, but their missing sound is “in the post” and will catchup again at some 

unknown point. 

And the need to have everyone with good latency at the same time is the reason why the session 

size is limited – it’s just too much to hope 10 computers each have good latency for long enough for 

a worthwhile session.   

I don’t think anyone has managed 6 computers or more in one session successfully. 

JamKazam has a great many features we ignore – we don’t want to mix existing tracks in with our 

session for example to play along with.   
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Luckily you can simply skip all the features you are not wanting to use – sometimes that means 

navigating through a strange screen by simply clicking NEXT. 

You can find one-directional problems – A can hear B and C clearly, B can hear A and C clearly but C 

finds B a problem.  We think this may be something to do with how the packets of data flow (maybe 

there is a traffic jam on the M1 northbound, but southbound is running clear). 

If the session becomes a problem your only option is to firstly try stopping and restarting JamKazam, 

or totally abandoning the session for the time being.   

You may be lucky and have people in a position able to try at different times of the day – maybe for 

your particular groups mornings are better than evenings, or whenever.  

Currently we are finding it fine whenever we wish to play together. 

The internet is not constant, and although everyone and his dog brags about how many Megabits 

per Second (MbpSec) they are getting from Virgin / BT / whoever, what actually matters to 

JamKazam is Latency and Jitter. 

Mbps is how fast the train going – almost all the trains are more than fast enough.   

Latency is the journey time of one train between two terminuses or is that termini ?   

Jitter is the difference in journey time between any two trains supposedly on the same schedule.  

 JamKazam wants reasonably fast trains with short journey times (latency) and consistent journey 

times (jitter). 

The total latency (which is shown on the screen when in a session) is the sum of the latency within 

the other person’s hardware (low if they followed the rules), the internet latency between Them and 

You (outside of your control), the latency of your hardware (low if you followed the rules) plus the 

network jitter (outside of your control). 

2.2 Network Test 

This won’t confirm your network is adequate, but if it consistently gives bad results, it’s probably not 

worth going on.   

I repeat the important bit of that – a good result in this test does NOT mean JamKazam will work 

well, but a bad result will mean JamKazam will be a poor experience. 

Do NOT use the Network Test in JamKazam, I explain further on it doesn’t work and you’ll lose a 

lifetime keep trying. 

This test will only measure the Latency of the internet between a couple of points – not the points 

that really matter, and won’t measure the Jitter (see the Technical Bits above).  

That’s why it is only Indicative and a good result here is not a guarantee of a good session. 

In Windows, click the Windows Start icon, bottom left of your system tray, and type COMMAND 

<return>. 

A new window headed Command Prompt will appear, white writing on a black box. 

Type PING WWW.BBC.CO.UK <return> 

You will see multiple lines with a time in ms e.g. time=10ms – that’s a measure of how long it took 

for your computer to say Hello to the BBC and hear back from them. 

Type EXIT<return> or click the cross to close the window. 
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10 millisecs means it’s well worth proceeding.  Occasionally getting longer times is probably OK.  

Consistently getting 60+ms means your network is probably going to be too slow, so Abandon Hope 

of proceeding. 

2.3 The Gubbins 

2.3.1 Wired Ethernet 

Most people use WiFi at home, but that’s simply not fast enough. 

Using an Ethernet cable is simplicity itself, to connect the Ethernet port on your computer to the 

same on your Router. 

You can’t shorten one, they come with the plugs fitted, but get a longer one and leave it coiled up. 

Don’t just measure the horizontal distance it needs to run, it probably needs a metre more just to 

get up to the tabletop height. 

One end into your router (most routers have 4 output sockets, use any free one), the other end into 

your Ethernet port on your computer – switch off WiFi on your computer (times you don’t even 

need to do that – your computer will recognise and use the faster cable connection), give it 10 

seconds to re-establish connectivity and job done. 

Windows 10 changes the icon for connectivity in the system tray lower right on the screen 

depending on whether it’s using WiFi or Wired; if unsure turn Wifi OFF manually and then test 

connectivity by web-browsing. 

Of course to comply with Health and Safety you will duct tape the cable to the carpet or floor and 

put striped yellow and black markers over it, and a yellow sandwich board next to it reading “trip 

hazard”. 

Don’t forget to turn WiFi back on when you’ve removed the cable afterwards. 

Tip :  try to avoid breaking the little plastic locking ears that snap it in the socket.  They work 

perfectly well when they have broken off but gravity can then pull the cable out and suddenly you 

are offline. 

2.3.1.1 Ethernet Cable Models 

• 3 metres Cat 5e RJ45 Ethernet cable . Under £5 

• 10 metres Cat5e RJ45 Ethernet cable. About £5 

• 20 metres Cat 6 Ethernet Cable RJ45. Under £10 

2.3.2 Audio Interface 

You buy an Audio Interface, it comes with a cable to connect to your USB port.  Any standard laptop 

USB port (don’t worry about USB2 or USB3 unless your computer is very hold and only has USB 1). 

It gets its power from the PC, doesn’t need mains power, but switch on the charger onto your laptop 

as this will drain it’s battery. (Some models of Audio Interface do need mains power but these are 

the more sophisticated ones, overkill for this – such as the Behringer UMC404HD at £99). 

Which one you use depends on the microphone(s) that you intend to use (read on for information 

about those). 

You can get Audio Interfaces with a single microphone input, with 2 (or more) microphone inputs, 

and with different number of Line inputs (for instruments with built-in pickups such as guitars, 

hurdy-gurdies and the like). 

Then there are more sophisticated ones if you intend to use DAW software (if you don’t know what 
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DAW software is you don’t need it, but you can Google to find out more – think “home studio for 

music”) 

You MUST go to the manufacturer’s website and download their drivers specific to that model (if 

they have any).  After, this means you setup JamKazam to use “ASIO” instead of “WDM” (the latter is 

Windows own version which is too slow:  ASIO is the Audio Interface manufacturers and the best 

you can manage) 

It appears for example Focusrite, (an Audio Interface manufacturer), don’t need extra drivers for 

Mac, but do provide them for Windows.  But it works fine on Macs so that’s OK. 

2.3.2.1 Audio Interface Models  

• Behringer U-Phoria UMC22 Audio Interface. Under £40 

• Focusrite Scarlett Solo 3rd Gen USB Audio Interface. Under £90 

• PreSonus AudioBox USB96 Audio Interface. This one has two XLR sockets for microphones, 

whereas the other two each have one XLR and one 6.3mm line input. Under £90 

[Tip : If you are unsure from the description on the vendor’s website about its capabilities, most 

manufacturers have online User Guides or Manuals that you can download and they give you all the 

information you need] 

2.3.3 Headphones 

You need headphones, not the computer’s own internal speakers nor external speakers. 

The computer’s speakers are not driven through the audio interface, and will create lag, and 

probably not be loud enough. 

Microphones may well pickup the sound from external speakers and generate feedback noise. 

Look out for headphones with a long cable, they given you more freedom. 

Do NOT use Bluetooth headphones, they give work to your computer and degrade the all-important 

latency. 

I like ones with a small volume control near the headphone end of the cable – you can then sit with 

your instrument and easily tweak your volume without having to lean over your instrument to reach 

the volume knob on the audio interface parked next to your computer. 

Check the plug/socket sizes.  Audio Interfaces generally have a 6.3mm (also known as a Quarter 

Inch) socket for output.  Many headphones have a 3.5mm plug which goes into a smartphone, tablet 

or the speaker socket on a laptop. 

You can buy a 3.5mm to 6.3mm adaptor for a couple of quid, but the better headphone suppliers 

throw one in for free with the headphones. 

I think I recommend open back rather than closed back style headphones because they let you more 

easily hear your own instrument in a more natural way. That is the opposite of Listening-To-Quality-

Music headphones (which are closed-back to block out nearby noises). 

2.3.3.1 Headphone Models 

• Stagg SHP2300 General Purpose Closed Back. Under £15 

• Behringer HPX2000 Half Open Back. Just over £10 

• Sony WH-1000XMS Noise Cancelling Wireless NFC High Resolution. Over £250 

THESE ARE COMPLETE AND UTTER OVERKILL BUT MAKE YOU LOOK COOL ! ! ! !  
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2.3.4 Multiple Headphones 

We have groups of two musicians in the same household, and to avoid feedback in the microphone 

system use headphones instead of speakers, but some of us have larger speakers in the house that 

are useful when pratting about setting things up. 

Also we both want headphone sound, but at different volumes. 

A Headphone Amp(lifier) takes the output from the Audio Interface and gives a separate master 

volume control to each headphone.  It requires a 13amp plug. 

4 outputs (1 = headphone#1, 2 = headphone#2, 3 = line to household speakers (useful when setting 

up), 4 = spare) are handy, and only cost a tad more than a simpler 2 channel amp. 

You will need to buy a cable to connect the output from the Audio Interface to the input of the 

Headphone Amp – almost certainly a 1 metre long jack-to-jack stereo cable 6.3mm both ends would 

suffice.  We found that a Mono cable works after a fashion – you get equal sound in both ears but it 

distorts the sound, solved by using a proper Stereo cable even though players are only using a single 

microphone. 

Another approach instead of the headphone amp would be to buy a cheap Headphone Line Splitter 

which takes one input and gives two outputs – but both at the same volume.  Obviously it goes out 

of the single headphone socket on the Audio Interface and into two headphones. 

Experience has shown though, that the two of us playing together in the same room usually DO want 

different headphone volumes, and we are glad we have a headphone amp to get that. 

Be careful you buy the right plug/socket sizes (there’s also a fitting called “Phono” which is 

something else). 

You would need a 6.3mm jack, and either 3.5mm or 6.3mm sockets to suit whatever your 

headphones have as a plug.  Stereo and short in length (a few inches usually). 

2.3.4.1 Headphone Amp and Splitter Models 

Headphone Amplifier 

• Behringer HA400 Compact 4 Channel Stereo Amp. Under £20 

• SubZero 4 Channel Headphone Amp. Under £20 

Headphone splitter (alternative to Headphone Amplifier) 

• Lynx AL633 0.2m Flexible Stereo Headphone Splitter. 

This one is 6.3mm jack and 3.5mm sockets. Under £5 

Cable Audio Interface to Headphone Amp 

• Stagg 1m Stereo 6.3mm Jack to Jack cable. Under £5 

3.5mm to 6.3mm Adaptor (may not be needed, depends on plugs on headphones) 

(3.5mm is sometimes called “Mini Jack”. 6.3mm is sometimes called ¼”.   

“Phono” is something different, do not confuse) 

• Stagg AC-PMSJFSH Mini Jack to Stereo ¼” Jack Adaptor. Under £5 

2.3.5 Microphone 

You will die before you’ve read everything there is to say about choice of microphone ! 

Your grandchildren will be dead and you’ll still be reading up on microphone choice ! 
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I’m going to talk about microphones for sessions – these need not be Studio quality for making audio 

masters to turn into CDs nor sell my wares.  Of course you can spend hundreds of pounds if you wish 

to lighten the burden of carrying a heavy wallet around. 

Also, I’m assuming you don’t care about Stereo, and everyone uses a mono microphone and hears 

mono sound but in both ears of their headphones.  That halves the number of microphones you 

need, simplifies the audio interface you need, and thus keeps costs down. 

If you don’t know already, omnidirectional microphones listen in all directions; cardioid microphones 

listen in specific directions (usually forwards) and are used say where a singer is standing near 

speakers and you want to pickup the voice alone and not voice+speakers which creates feedback 

noise. 

I assume you are playing in a quiet room, using headphones so either omnidirectional or cardioid will 

do.  If you play in an empty echoing room (e.g. conservatory with glass walls and ceiling, tiled floor) I 

suppose cardioid might be a tad better. 

The two types of microphone are Dynamic and Condenser types.  The latter require something 

called Phantom Power, luckily most Audio Interfaces provide this (the ones I’ve mentioned do), but 

worth checking if you are going shopping. 

2.3.5.1 Configurations 

There are different configurations options depending upon whether there is one or two of you at 

your computer, whether you sing or play and what instruments you play. 

• The problem is easiest solved if you play an instrument containing a pickup and a line output 

(e.g. electric guitar). 

In that situation the line output goes into the Audio Interface, and you use the laptop’s 

microphone for chatting between tunes – they work very well (for speaking ONLY) even if 

you are sat 6 ft back from the laptop. 

You should not use this configuration if you both sing and play at the same time. 

• Singers are next easiest to deal with – you could use a condenser mike and probably a pop 

shield to stop the “plosive” sounds hurting the quality.  One microphone for both singing 

and chatting. 

 

But to save money, I would suggest just buying a tiepin style microphone, which has a 

button cell battery pre-amp(lifier) in its cable.  Plug into the Audio Interface (almost certainly 

your microphone will have a 3.5mm plug, so  buy a 3.5mm to 6.3mm adaptor and plug into 

the Line input of the Audio Interface).  

Sound quality comparable to the noise of singing in a pub session. 

If you want to sound better then go with a “proper” condenser mic instead (are you a 

musician who sometimes sings, or a singer who plays music occasionally?) 

As above, you should not use the tie-pin configuration if you sing and play simultaneously. 

• Single acoustic instrument next.  Cheapest solution is as per Singer above – tiepin mic. 

I played a Late Night Extra at Sidmouth with such a device attached to the front of my 

melodeon (home-made metal bracket), so don’t deride it !  Same mic will work for chatting 

between tunes, you do NOT want the laptop mic active for chatting as that will then have 

two mics in two places both trying to listen to you at once and the laptop one will lag the 

one through the audio interface. 

 

None of us are using that option though, a proper condenser mic is the preferred option, 

positioned about 4  feet away from your mouth and instrument they work fine for both 
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speaking and playing into.  

(In “normal” usage they are much closer to their source such as singers who put their 

mouths right up against the microphone to cutout extraneous sounds) 

Be aware that sitting the microphone further back would pickup background noise such as 

an adjacent washing machine if you play in the kitchen, a noisy dog in the room, if you live 

adjacent to a railway line, or heaven forbid you have the telly on whilst you play ! 

 

Don’t get too hung up, we’re not a recording studio, we’re trying to emulate playing in a 

noisy pub ! 

• Drummers.  You can buy microphones for drummers.  I am not a drummer, so I don’t know 

why they need special ones, but I do think there’s a joke somewhere there to be had at their 

expense ! 

• Multiple players or multi instrumentalists 

My own situation, a melodeon and a concertina (two players), but perhaps equally 

applicable if you play say a low whistle and the bagpipes (single player). 

 Option 1 is to site a single microphone for both players – closer to the quieter, or 

play both instruments (one at a time) into a single microphone in the latter scenario. 

Behringer C-2s not to be had for love nor money at present, around £40 for a pair of 

microphones (effectively a BOGOFF deal, so you get a “spare”). 

So we got a tabletop condenser microphone which picks up the roomfull of sound 

but positioned closer to the quieter concertina than the 3 voice melodeon. 

 

Our group all started with this single microphone configuration and some are staying 

with it. 

 Option 2 is to operate two microphones – for multiple players one microphone 

oriented for each player; for multi instrumentalists one mic pre-positioned for each 

instrument. 

This more costly option allows you to adjust the sensitivity (the gain) of each 

microphone (by a dedicated Gain knob on the Audio Interface) so as the combined 

sound from your house is balanced and doesn’t need adjustment as the session 

progresses. 

You need to ensure the Audio Interface will support the option you’ve chosen. 

Most of our group are now moving to this option, but in different ways… 

 Two “quality” microphones 

Doubles the cost of the microphones, which may require stands/supports, 

and typically requires an Audio Interface with two XLR microphone inputs. 

 One “quality” microphone through the Audio Interface XLR input (which 

provides phantom power) plus a cheap(er) tie-pin style microphones which 

has a battery for phantom power, into the Line input on the Audio Interface. 

This option means you may need Adaptors to convert the 3.5mm plug off 

the mic to say ¼” jack for the audio interface. 

2.3.5.2 Microphone Models 

• Devine BM-400 Studio Condenser Microphone, with XLR cable. Under £40 

• Behringer C-2 Condenser Microphone. Two microphones without cables. Under £40 

Both the above are cardioid (they have directionality), the following is Omnidirectional 
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• Boya BY-M1 Lavalier Lapel Microphone, 3.5mm jack. Under £20 

Requires a button cell battery which you need to remember to turn on and off – lasts ages. 

Do NOT try a lapel microphone WITHOUT a battery pack – these are intended for devices 

that provide power to the mic, such as smartphones and video cameras.  Those latter 

devices would require yet another item of hardware called a Microphone Preamplifier. 

2.4 JamKazam Setup 

The installation of the Jamkazam software itself is straightforward. 

The setup is where, without this guide, you may will spend many frustrating hours days! 

Having installed it and opened the application you need to signup and create an account. 

This should be straightforward, but I consistently had problems which blocked me when I first 

started (how to overcome them below), but a few weeks later I tried again and I had no problems at 

all in creating another account. 

2.4.1 Account Creation Problem / Solution 

My problem was that during Account Creation, after clicking I Am Not A Robot on the ReCaptcha 

section, it put up 9 photos and asked me to click on the ones containing a Bus / Sidewalk / Whatever 

and then those should disappear, and then you click Verify. 

[Weeks later when trying again to create another account, I ticked I Am Not A Robot and it 

immediately gave me the option to Create Account without the 9 photo verification stage.  

So, the problem had gone away - I cannot explain why.] 

Although two laptops do the very same without problem on other applications, on JamKazam 

neither laptop would recognise when I’d clicked on a photo – and thus I could not Verify and thus I 

could not create an Account.   

Which is a showstopper and I don’t know why – my AntiVirus, Firewall ?, wind in the East ? not 

wearing my lucky underpants ? 

What a person might do, is give an email address to a friend for whom this Account Creation works 

well, and that friend creates an account and gives the password back to the stuck person. (The friend 

doesn’t even have to be someone intending to use JamKazam, they could just install it, create an 

account, and then uninstall it) 

The stuck person can then Login, change their password and continue.  They will receive (at the 

designated email address) introductory email from JamKazam and further invitations to sessions 

from their friends (more on that later). 

2.4.2 Account Created 

Once you have an Account you Sign In with it.  It then remembers you in the future. 

Next you have to plug in the Audio Interface and restart the JamKazam software – always in that 

order.   

Never start JamKazam and only then attach the Audio Interface. 

Go to the website of the Audio Interface provider and download any drivers FOR THAT SPECIFIC 

MODEL.   

Do not download any generic drivers. 

I find JamKazam very slow to respond to mouse clicks – give it time, don’t be impatient. 
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In JamKazam’s main page, top-right beside your name click the dropdown menu and select Audio 

Gear. 

From now on there are online YouTube videos to talk you through the process. WATCH THEM (but 

some don’t actually work – sigh !).  

However, in those videos they are totally pretentious and over the top on its capability – for example 

it talks about how you can request players of specific instruments at a specific skill level join your 

session.  There simply are not enough users on JamKazam for that to have a snowball’s chance of 

working, and if they did exist, they are probably too far away to have decent latency. 

[Aside : on the same dropdown menu as Audio Gear is Network Test – don’t bother, you will get a 

message “No network test servers are available” – the help forums has thousands of people 

reporting this, you can lose a lifetime trying and trying and trying and trying to get this to work. 

Anyway, the PING test I mentioned earlier is an indication.] 

In essence you tell JamKazam using Add New Gear which devices to use for Audio Input Device and 

Audio Output Device  - to use YOUR audio interface using ASIO (never WDM). 

You can create multiple setups called Profiles but with only one Active at any time – the one you’ve 

just created becomes Active by default. 

You can delete Profiles and re-create them, but you cannot delete the last remaining Profile. 

I can’t think why you would want multiple profiles, unnecessary and confusing complexity. 

Skip the Configure Tracks screen because you are not going to be using that, using Next. 

Configure Voice Chat may need Use Music Microphone (usually) or Use Chat Microphone depending 

on your setup (see my section on Microphones) – most people will use Use Music Microphone I 

think. 

You might well be asked to do a LoopBack Test to determine latency – the instructions tell you to put 

a cable between the Input of the Audio Interface and the Output (headphone socket), but I found 

you can actually put the headphones by the microphone.  What the test does is play click sounds and 

then listen to them to determine how long the Audio Interface is taking to turn Digital to Analogue 

and back to Digital.  

Doing it that way rather than by using the cable as instructed only adds about 2mSec to the 

measured Latency. 

If JamKazam thinks your latency is too long (too slow) it won’t allow you to proceed. 

However, that would be only because you’ve not followed the instructions, the microphone gain or 

headphone volume is too low, or you’ve bought faulty or wrong equipment. 

This latency is purely internal – the overall latency is this plus that of the internet (Latency plus Jitter) 

plus that of your computer’s internal workings plus the internal workings of computer of the person 

you’re playing with.  Hopefully at this stage, it should give you a figure of 10 msec or less (I see 

3.8msec) 

No, when you choose an Instrument in setting your Profile (your Profile from the dropdown menu on 

the main page is different to the Profile of the Audio Gear, and is totally unimportant by the way) a 

melodeon is NOT on the list (although Theremin is !).   

Perhaps that why their business failed ? 

Hopefully you are now setup. 

You won’t have setup Video because you are NOT going to use it – it would kill the session for 

everyone. 
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Yes, I know, you can’t resist trying it – see how bad simple speech has become, never mind 

corrupting music. 

2.4.2.1 Two microphone setup 

The setup above is slightly different if you use 2 microphones into one Audio Interface. 

With only a single microphone, you skipped through the Configure Tracks part of setting up, 

because JamKazam took the single microphone and automatically connected it. 

For two microphones, on the Configure Tracks menu, you will see Session Audio Inputs (Live 

Tracks) and a single row listed, perhaps named 1 AUDIO, Input 1. 

Click ADD AUDIO TRACK to tell it about your second microphone. 

On the add track menu, select Input 2 from the dropdown list, and if you wish give an Instrument 

name (although many folk instruments are not listed – doesn’t matter it just helps you identify 

later which track is which microphone). 

Then when back on Configure Tracks menu (go forwards to get here, don’t CANCEL), you will see 

under Session Audio Inputs (Live Tracks) there are now two rows, one track per microphone. 

The step following that is the familiar Configure Voice Chat menu, and probably you will be 

choosing Use Music Microphone. 

Later on, during a session, you will see a panel relating to each of your microphones so you can 

control them independently, (but other people will only see a single panel against you) 

2.5 Sessions 

2.5.1 Types of Sessions 

There are four types of Session we need to know about, but will probably principally only use the 

first: 

• Solo Sessions (QUICK START SOLO) 

You can should play with yourself (how I enjoyed writing that!) – used for testing things such 

as setup, microphone gains, headphone volume levels etc. 

Also this is a quick way to get a session started and then add your friends in (so it’s not really 

Solo at all then ? ! ? !). 

• Open Sessions (QUICK START OPEN) 

Unlikely you want one of these sessions – it means anyone can and will join in. 

We created one accidentally when testing and before you could say Hello, there’s an 

American in Philadelphia with a guitar wanting to play along.   

We had an interesting chat before he got bored and moved away. 

• Friends Only (QUICK START FRIENDS) 

This is a new feature appearing in early May 2020 and is rather useful, it merely requires you 

have already have created Friends with the would-be participants and you have forewarned 

them (by other means) to join you now. 

• With Your Friends (START OR SCHEDULE) 

You schedule a session with a few friends who get invitations. 

It’s clearly the way they expect you to operate, but it’s rather cumbersome but does send 
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out email invitations for you.  (read on, I give you a better way, or use the new feature Quick 

Start Friends above). 

2.5.2 Setting up Friends ready to Invite 

First create a list of friends in JamKazam – from the main page go to the friends section, and then 

Invite More Friends and click E-mail.  Enter their email address and they will receive an invitation.  

Once they’ve clicked the link in their email they appear in your list of friends in JamKazam, and 

thereafter it’s easy to invite them to a session. 

They don’t appear in your list until they accept the email invitation, whereupon they are either 

Offline or Available depending on whether JamKazam is running on their system at that moment. 

Remember you’re not going to be playing with a whole pub’s worth of mates,  and they need to be 

self disciplined and have all the gubbins, so don’t use your entire Facebook friends list – only create 

friends from those you really think are going to be useful in this context. 

2.5.3 Creating your Session 

The simplest way to get a session going appears to be as follows… 

1. Firstly use normal means to communicate with the would-be participants so they know 

when it starts, and they get themselves ready with JamKazam up and running at the 

appointed hour. 

2. The host (can be anyone of your pre-arranged friends) uses Create Session to Start Solo 

Session. 

3. As soon as that session is Up, they use Invite Musicians and pick by name from their Friends 

who on the main page have their status changed from Offline to Available once they are 

currently in JamKazam. 

4. The Friends get an on-screen message to join, which they do (or they can Find Session and 

see it once the solo session is created.) 

Everyone is now in a session which is private (no Fans, nor would-be joiners) as it started as a Solo 

session. 

The above is now somewhat superseded by the QUICK START FRIENDS method added in May 2020 – 

effectively the same thing. 

Creating a Scheduled session is relatively complicated by comparison… 

You can Create Session | Start or Schedule | I want to schedule a session for a specific future 

time | What Are You Playing .  

Give it a helpful name, again to assist picking it out of a list. It forces you to enter Genre and 

Description too – tedious. 

Who Is Playing With You ? 

To the right of Who Do You Want to Invite, click Choose Friends and select one or more from 

your friends (who can be offline at this time) 

 

Those friends will get an email invitation, but if they read their email on a different device 

(e.g. smartphone), the email link will try to open the session on that device.  Not helpful ! 
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Along the way with creating the scheduled session there are other options such as whether 

to allow other people to join, to join by requesting, whether fans can chat in your session 

etc. 

I think the answers are obvious – you don’t want gatecrashers nor chatting fans getting in 

the way. 

2.5.4 Entering a Session 

If you use my method, invitees simply open JamKazam at the appointed time and wait for the 

onscreen invitation (to join the host’s Solo Session), click and they are in the session. 

Note : the onscreen invitation is rather fleeting, so if they don’t join in, invite them again and again, 

so long as JamKazam lists them as Available rather than Offline they do have Jamkazam running on 

their system and should be spotting the (fleeting) message. 

Friends can also use Join Session and your Solo Session should be high in the (long) list of sessions. 

(High because they are sorted by Latency between you, and you=to= them will probably have a 

lower latency than Ivan’s Moscow session or Bruce’s Australian one.]  

Alternatively for a Scheduled Session the approach is… 

Use Find Session from the main page – pretty obvious huh ? 

You can Leave (and rejoin) if you wish, the session remains. 

2.5.5 During a Session 

2.5.5.1 Sound 

You are in a session, alternating between playing and speaking, listening to the others in your 

headphones.   

Your master volume control is the knob on the Audio Interface controlling how loud your 

headphones sound, but you need to adjust the ratio of what is coming from everyone else, and what 

is coming from your own microphone back into your ears. 

You also need to (first) setup the sensitivity (gain) of your own microphone(s) so it is loud enough 

but not distorted. 

The May 2020 update introduced a very help Video Tutorial on setting up sound levels in a session, 

the link is under my live tracks, just to the right of Settings, and I do recommend investing 8 minutes 

to watch it. 

You first set the gain of your microphones using only the coloured bars to stay in the green, 

regardless of how loud you sound.   

For this you use the Gain knob on the audio interface (even though the instructional video doesn’t 

say so).   

You do NOT use the slider onscreen.  

To set the gain of your own microphones hover over (NOT click) the loudspeaker icon (that 

was intuitive wasn’t it ! ! !) against yourself in the my live tracks section of the session 

window.   

It opens a window with a Mute option and a vertical Slider (Hovering over the icon opens the 

new window, clicking the icon both opens the window and mutes you – almost certainly not 

what you wanted!). 

Turn the audio interface Gain control as your loudest volume still stays in the green. 
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Repeat if you have two microphones on the other panel in my live tracks (your other 

microphone) 

Other people in the session will be doing the same, you’ll probably hear them. 

Once everyone else has done that too, you can move onto setting the volume you hear from each of 

them and from yourself, plus the overall volume – each set separately. 

Now you can manage how little or much each of them contribute to what you hear (not affecting 

what they hear). 

The loudspeaker icon against their name (in the other live tracks section of the session window) gives 

you control over that – so you can choose to hear less from the bass saxophone and more from the 

harmonica + shaky egg players, for example. 

[Warning:  the loudspeaker icon can catch you out – if you CLICK it (the normal thing to do to an icon, 

it opens the window with slider bar for volume AND mutes that person. 

If you HOVER the cursor over the loudspeaker icon, it merely opens the window so you can adjust 

the slider without muting them.] 

If another computer has multiple microphones, it is them not you who control how much each 

microphone contributes to the total sound from their computer.  You can only control how much 

sound is contributed from their computer compared to another computer or compared to your own 

sound. 

Then you need to adjust how loud you sound in compared to the others. 

Back to my live tracks and the loudspeaker icon there. 

This time though you use the onscreen slide AND NOT the audio interface gain control, to increase 

or decrease your own volume in relation to other people’s volume. 

Lastly, having setup the proportions of volume from each participant, you need to set the total 

volume you hear – use the audio Interface headphone volume knob. 

Throughout the above, there is a lot of adjusting going on, some of which you will be listening to 

others so you can set from what you hear, and for some of it they will be asking you to play so they 

can adjust what they hear from you. 

Take it steady and do one thing at a time.  You cannot all twiddle simultaneously and expect to get 

anywhere – it would be like 6 people driving a car – one on the gearchange, one on the clutch, one 

to turn left, one to turn right, one on the brake and one on the accelerator (and nobody telling 

anyone else what they are currently doing nor need  anyone else to do)! ! 

Remember I said you need Self Disciplined participants ? 

Some “Red Herrings” now… 

1. The VOLUME button that is Clickable (not Hoverable) at the top of the Session window 

controls the total output to you alone.  As you have a volume control on the Audio Interface 

that doesn’t require a mouse to access, I suggest you turn this up and then forget about it 

and use the Audio Interface physical knob alone to adjust your headphone volume. 

2. The MIXER button also at the top of the session window.   

This controls the Master Mix which is only used when Recording the session or Broadcasting 

the session. 

Only available to the Session Host. 
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3. The RECORD button also at the top of the session window.   

This starts a recording of the session, and clearly to fire up a recording uses computer CPU 

and other system resources.  

We have found that for a few seconds after starting recording, that workload destroys the 

sound quality of the session.  What it records does appear to be a faithful record of what we 

are hearing in terms of quality, but with mixture levels from the various participants as set 

by the MIXER button rather than anyone’s own sliders – and as you haven’t set those up 

within the MIXER it’s probably not balanced as you would wish. 

We don’t record ourselves ‘cos our objective is to play live together, and we’ve not 

purchased gubbins with a view to getting quality recordings (but you could). 

2.5.5.2 Communicating with your Friends 

You can live without this – we use mobile phones if something breaks. 

However……. 

Messages 

JamKazam is trying to be All Things To All People and also provides messaging between JamKazam 

friends. 

Hover your cursor over the icon of a friend (in the main screen Friends section on the right), and a 

dialogue window opens with MESSAGE as a button bottom right.  You can then type a message and 

send to them (it will be emailed if they are not Available by virtue of having JamKazam currently 

fired up on their computer). 

The message on their screen is rather fleeting but can be found by them using the same process 

against your name and then clicking MESSAGE, as it retains message history. 

You need a prior arrangement as to who does what should a problem occur, otherwise you’re all sat 

waiting for Someone to DO SOMETHING ! !  

A text message by smartphone works pretty well e.g. “all out, Fred to start New Sess in 5 mins”, 

because trying to use JamKazam to communicate when JamKazam is broken is not frightfully 

rewarding ! 

Chat 

We don’t use it, but If you use the Chat function on the right of the main page, be aware of Global vs 

Session chat. 

Your session users see Session chat; guess who sees Global chat ?  So toggle appropriately. 

2.5.5.3 System Performance including Latency 

The coloured spot (the rightmost icon in each participants’ named panel) can be highlighted to give a 

feature by feature report on Latency, Jitter and many other weird and wonderful facets. 

It is NOT the case that two people will necessarily see the same for each other (the internet 

northbound may well be different to the internet southbound) 

Your own coloured spot is rather meaningless as it only reports on your own system (which of course 

is flying along nicely internally). 

It is the coloured spot of each of the other participants that is useful, that is them as seen by you (as 

stated earlier, they may not see you as you see them – in terms of latency, jitter etc). 
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Surprise, surprise - Red is bad, Green is good ! 

Don’t get fixated, and use an average over time – things may go red momentarily and then go green 

again.  Things may go red but your ears tell you it’s still Good Enough. 

Experience with your own friends will tell you what you can live with and when it’s time to call it 

quits for that session. 

Total Latency is displayed at the top of the list of technical jargon, when you click on the coloured 

spot of somebody other than yourself, during your session.  That’s the most important one of all. 

If you hover your mouse over someone’s Total Latency a window will open to show the component 

parts (the other person’s audio gear, the internet, your audio gear and the jitter) 

Total Latency of 40mSec is like playing from the other end of a double decker bus – so if you see 

them with a figure higher than this OR they see you with a figure higher than this, chances are you 

will be hearing a delay as you try to play together. 

Provided you bought a reasonable Audio Interface and your computer doesn’t have a furnace door 

to coal the boiler to drive it, your setup is OK, and any latency issues are down to the internet at 

your location or at that point in time (or both) – and you can’t do much about that. 

You can check they remembered to switch from WiFi to Ethernet, by looking down their list for 

Connectivity, which should say Wired. 

You can check they’ve disabled other Apps on their computer by looking at Processor, which should 

be less than 50% (I’ve seen only 3% on a brand new super-duper laptop) and not 90%+.  A figure of 

75%+ probably indicates they have another application running that they’ve forgotten to turn off. 

Avoid the tendency to spend the whole session talking about the technology – we held initial 

separate Technology Sessions dedicated to setups / testing / trialling with no serious attempt at 

sessioning; and Music Sessions with the intention to play first and foremost, even if the sound was 

less than ideal (it never will be as good a sitting together, despite the JamKazam YouTube hype). 

We’ve certainly had sessions where the Total Latency numbers didn’t look so good but we’ve 

wanted to continue – so use your ears rather than the numbers to determine your level of 

satisfaction. 

2.5.5.4 Latency versus Distortion 

Having said “don’t get hung up on the technicals” there is an aspect you may wish to look at after 

you’ve had a successful trial (don’t go straight here the first time you play together). 

Fine tuning is possible in JamKazam, but the difference may only remove a few milliseconds of Total 

Latency, so won’t help if your Total Latency figure is 150 mSec, but might be helpful if you start with 

20mSec. 

[Warning:  we found that adjusting this mid-session will kill your participation so you have to Leave 

the session and rejoin it, possibly even reboot.] 

[Further Warning : These instructions are correct for the Focusrite Audio Interface on Windows 10, 

but JamKazam changes the menus and options depending upon the model of Audio Interface you 

use – hence you may need to try to achieve the same result using different menus or even Audio 

Interface supplier provided applications.] 

Use the Manage menu top left of the main screen and select Audio Settings then Open ASIO Panel, 

and a new window will appear. 
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The Sample Rate of 48000 can (we find) be increased to 96000 despite what the JamKazan videos 

(made 7 years ago) say 

Sample Rate should only be changed when not in a session.  Our equipment defaults to 48000. 

If you wish to increase this, it can help the latency at the cost of a few more percentage points of 

CPU usage. 

Doubling to 96000 is effective IF YOU CAN. 

Changing is a two-step process:- 

1. The Manage : Audio Settings : Open ASIO Panel menu tells JamKazam to sample at that rate. 

Done alone, your computer will start to issue warning messages about a Mismatch in Sample 

Rate. 

2. Your Audio Gear also needs to be told to run at the new rate.  How will depend on the Audio 

Gear you use – for example Focusrite Audio Interfaces can be changed using the Focusrite 

Control panel that is downloaded when you downloaded and installed Focusrite’s ASIO 

drivers onto your laptop. 

That is straightforward to run and change the sample rate. 

Only when both JamKazam and the Audio Gear are both using the new rate will be benefit be 

achieved – but appears significant.  

[Further to the earlier warning about different menus – it appears some Audio Interfaces will take 

instruction from JamKazam, so only a single step is required, and the best place to make the 

adjustment is within JamKazam’s Add Gear section] 

Buffer Size can be changed for the Focusrite audio interface.   

Theory below, but in practice we found it makes no discernible improvement (but can degrade 

distortion) so my advice is Leave It Alone. 

• A smaller number should tweak the latency down a little at the expense of sound quality – 

and you may get a warning message that quality will be degraded if you used too small a 

number.  But maybe you can live with that. 

• A bigger number will degrade the latency (more delay) but can increase the sound quality – 

but I suspect few users will have such consistently good latency they want to do this. 

2.5.6 Session Checklist 

It takes a few minutes to get ready for a session – make sure you start preparing in time. 

Here’s a checklist that might help… 

 Mains power ON for all relevant devices,  

 Ethernet ON / WiFI OFF,  

 All other Apps shutdown (not just minimized),  

 VPN OFF for the session (VPN encrypts your traffic, but takes CPU power and time to do so) 

 AntiVirus (Consider turning OFF for the session, less work for the computer) 

 JamKazam fired up (if a software update is pending, it will force you to install it before you 

can proceed – so allow 10 minutes in case that happens, otherwise you lose the first 10 

minutes when you want to be playing) 
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 other household Users not using WiFi for the duration,  

 Microphone positioned, (Phantom Power ON – if applicable),  

 Headphones cable strung out ready (untangled),  

 Levels set (roughly),  

 Direct Monitoring OFF (a feature of Audio Interfaces) 

 Instrument(s) to hand,  

 Beer in tankard. 

2.5.7 Session Etiquette 

Although a hater of gazillions of rules pertaining to etiquette in pub sessions, there are a few, ahem ! 

“guidelines” that will enhance everyone’s experience… 

In no particular order: 

• Obtain verbal feedback that everyone has heard your warning BEFORE you raise your 

microphone gain or connect or disconnect a device. 

Others will be on headphones with possibly high volume levels and wish to retain their 

hearing. 

• If someone says they need to adjust something, do NOT adjust anything yourself – it was not 

an invitation for everyone to fiddle simultaneously as that road leads to madness. 

• You aren’t running with Video, so if you need to pop out to replenish your tankard or deal 

with the inevitable consequences of drinking a lot, don’t just wander off, tell people how 

long you’re going to be gone for (explicit descriptions not required!) 

• Note anything like mic and volume levels (for next time) so you don’t lose half the allotted 

time trying to find out whether you want low mic gain and high headphone volume or vice-

versa. 

• If you are in the habit of changing instruments mid tune or mid set of tunes, be aware that 

this will almost certainly change the volume level overall and the ratio of volumes between 

you and the other participants – possibly to the point where they stop playing in order to 

adjust levels at their end (fiddle to whistle changeovers can be piercing !). 

• The metronome can be turned on by anyone, but then everyone hears it (apparently if you 

record your session it does not get recorded).   

Turning on the metronome is a really, really good way to break longstanding friendships ! 

2.6 Requirements Summarised 

• Some friends prepared to invest in the equipment, and join a small group to play together, 

but understanding they may be excluded if their latency or jitter is not good enough (even 

though it’s not their fault) 

• Wired internet – Ethernet cable between your router and your laptop. 

• Internet not shared in the same household at the time of use 

Do not share even if you have 50 Mbps or better 
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• Laptop or Desktop (Windows or Apple) – NOT a smartphone nor tablet of any kind. 

“Dual core or better” is recommended – if it’s less than 7 years old it almost certainly will be 

good enough 

• Free USB port available after you have added necessary peripherals such as a mouse – 

doesn’t need to be USB 3 standard. 

• Audio Interface (plugs into the free USB port) 

• Headphones 

• Microphone (or line output from your instrument such as an electric guitar) 

• Free JamKazam software, and the ability to add software and drivers to your computer. 
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3 Appendix – Screenshots

 

Figure 1   Dropdown Menu from Main Page to Audio Gear, for setup purposes 

 

Figure 2  Adding new Profile - ASIO and not WDM 

 

Figure 3  Profile added, (internal) Latency measured and OK 
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Add Gear 
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Figure 4 Configure Tracks screen single microphone 

 

Figure 5  Add Tracks to add 2nd microphone 

 

Figure 6  Configure Tracks with 2nd Mic added 
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Figure 7  Audio Gear page with multiple Profiles created 

 

Figure 8  Your coloured spot shows your own Diagnostics - bound to be Good 

 

Figure 9   Solo Session in Force - use Invite Musicians to get your Friends in  

(they must be in JamKazam at the time, shown Available against their name) 
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Figure 10  In session you can see Diagnostics of Others 

 

Figure 11   Setting your microphone gain 

 

Figure 12  Live Session - your control of others’ sound from the loudspeaker icon against their name 
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Figure 13  Solo Session with 2 microphones in 2 tracks 

 

Figure 14  Hover a Friend’s head icon (friends panel on right) for dialogue window to MESSAGE them 

 

 

Figure 15  Start of Recording 
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